Within the pyrolysis continuum, black carbon (BC) is defined as having both high aromaticity and high resistance to oxidative degradation, although as yet there is currently no accepted standard methodology for its determination [1]. Hydropyrolysis (hypy) has been recently reported as a new method for BC quantifiaction [2], which is also of great interest in radiocarbon measurement. Here, we test hypy as a method of BC isolation for both quantification and dating purposes, using a selection of standard soil samples and ancient charcoals, including some previously tested by a variety of methods as part of the recent BC ring trail [1]. Fig. 1 shows a trend of decreasing TOC for soil hypy residues up to 550°C This corresponds to the reductive removal of carbon from the labile (i.e. non-BC) organic matter in the soil (A), and is followed by a plateau in TOC representing the BC content (B), and a further decrease due to hydrogasification (C). For a sample of contaminated charcoal the removal of lignocellulosic carbon is apparent from the NMR data shown. 
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We have modeled that chemical dynamics in the framework of the differential equation of mass-conservation, incorporating infiltration, diffusion, appropriate mass-action rate laws for kaolinite and calcite, and a mechanism of replacement [3] that always preserves bulk volume [4] via induced-stress-driven pressure solution of host by guest mineral. (The traditional "dissolution-precipitation" cannot ensure that solid volume is preserved.)
All variables in the model are scaled such that reaction and transport terms in the continuity equation are of the same order of magnitude, as suggested by the fact that the reaction front is narrow. Numerical solutions of the scaled system of equations do produce two adjacent zones and a porosity wave, as observed. Predicted front velocity values bracket an independent paleomagnetic rate of > 2.5 m/ m.yrs. [5] . The predicted front thickness of a few centimeters also agrees with observed values. 
